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Get Set Go......
Exam Time

Get set go …...exam time
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Namaste my beloved students
Exams which are just around the corner and this is the time when we start thinking what should we do to learn
better and do well in the exams. Having a study plan is one important feature that helps in an excellent organization as
well as creating a sense of accountability in your revision process.
Remember planning is essential to succeed in all areas of activities, subjects and life too. A study plan is not
just a timetable but is a more comprehensive detailing. It defines a methodology to deal with the preparation, planning
and problems faced in each subject by an individual.
So what should we do??
 Goals to be set
 Items should be prioritized
 Effective study plan should be drawn while devising our study plan.
 We should keep a few factors in mind like
- How many free hours are available with us
- How do we prepare and procure the course material.
- How much time should be dedicated to each and every subject in view of individual requirement.
- how to create an environment conducive to fruitful study.
For example:- one can switch off the mobile phones during study hours.
Guest distractions could be reduced.
Some of the important aspects of a study plan are as follows:
A study plan helps you to split the learning content into bite- sized chunks and outlining what you need to do
every day and helps you know how exactly we should plan our day or how do we want to memorize and learn effectively, thus avoiding stress in ourselves.
In addition to the study plan we need to practice two Do’s that will help you avoid procrastinating for your exam times. So, time management is also very important if you want to be successful.
If you have drawn a study plan stick to it so that when you are going to write your exam, you will have everything paced out and planned appropriately.
And if you want to de-stress yourself sometimes you may listen to light music, talk to family, visit a friend or
even crack a joke. You see that’s OK and you need to de-stress also.
If you start preparing early you will not have pressure on yourself and you will not be crumbling at exams. Also, you will not end up mugging up theories but with the study plan you will actually be learning them for life.
We get time to cover up each and every bit of your study material and thus your scores will be better. So, if
you start studying before time, there’s nothing that will hold you and your growth. Your progress and all that A grades
you would like to see in your report card will be evidently possible. Studying early will help students to memorize
more effectively and wherever required remember mnemonics are a very good way of remembering. Last but not the
least, no study plan will be winning if it is not executed properly and sincerely.
All the best! I pray that each one of you is successful and does well in exams and tides over it gloriously!!

Thankyou All..

Your ever loving principal

Ms Sunir Nagi.

EVENT OF THE MONTH
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MATRI-PITRI-KRITA ABHYASAH CELEBRATIONS
Parents have been known to be a child’s first teacher from the moment a child is born. Parent
involvement in a child's education is crucial. When parents get involved in their children's education, children are more likely to do better in school, be better behaved, have more positive
attitudes toward school, and grow up to be more successful in life.
Due to Covid-19 pandemic, and the subsequent closure of schools, it became apparent that parents had to assume the full-time role of educating their children and support their learning virtually and they become familiar with the various aspects of the learning process of their children. To celebrate the participation of parents in the learning process of their wards, Pallavi
Model School, Alwal celebrated MATRI- PITRI KRITA ABHYASAH Program virtually.

This program was conducted on 7th February 2021 in Pallavi Model School ,Alwal for all the
classes.
The program started with speech by our beloved principal Mrs.Sunir Nagi explaining about the
importance of conducting this program and thanking the parents for giving a lot of feedback on
the online classes and all the programs and activities conducted throughout this year virtually.
The program continued by displaying and showcasing various videos of the parent and child
together - parent speaking about the online activities conducted and child explaining the concept in detail.
The program was successful as the students and parents showed much enthusiasm in participating and sending their gratitude through many testimonials and blessings .

By Pooja Sharma
Coordinator (Grade V)
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ARTICLE ON PREPARATION OF FINAL EXAMS
The final exams are less than a week away and it is important that I do well. I need to
revise and study. First of all I prepared a time-table so I can divide my time properly to the
various subjects. I would have to devote more time to the subjects I am not so good at.
I would have to study a subject for a few days, from three to four in the afternoon and then
from seven to nine in the evening. I could not study all the time for my mind would not be
able to cope with it. So I must have some time to take a break and go out. Then I can return to
my studies again.
I am not very good in Maths and Hindi. So I have to spend more time with them. In order
learn those subjects thoroughly I need to memorize formulas and understand and I need to do
a lot of reading. Also I need to read attentively or I will tend to forget quickly. Other subjects
require less memorizing as I don’t have any problem with them.
One last thing is necessary, I will have to cut out time consuming activities such as watching
mobile and socializing on social media with friends and this can be done even after the examination.

“Its Time To Test Yourself”
Its the arrival of Annual exams that’s your final stage of the academic year, some are confident and some tense But being in tense does not matters for the exam to score the marks because it depends on the hard work what you have done and well preparation for the exam is
correct one to do. Preparing yourself for your exam is quite difficult but teachers make it easy
to prepare us for exam and in this pandemic teachers thought us in online teaching but made
us understand easily and quite interesting. By preparing yourself for exams ,it boosts your
confidence and improves your subjects to give your best in your exams, the correct way is
preparation.

A few tips to follow in preparing yourself to examination :







Make a time table of all subjects to study in sufficient time.
Focus on your weak subjects and try improve in it
As we say practice makes a man perfect so, practice the sums
Do your revision regularly without fail.
At the end of the day revise what you have learnt.
Never tense yourself before examination and be confident.

S.Bhavani prasad
Class -8

GET SET GO…. EXAM TIME !
QUICK TIPS TO SCORE BETTER IN EXAMS
LANGUAGES (ENGLISH, HINDI, TELUGU)











Give a quick view on the format of writing skills
Be thorough with the names of the lessons ,authors/poets .
Keep the Question Paper pattern in Handy and identify the major parts where one can easily score better
Learn key words of every lesson , to elaborate in to sentences where ever required
Identify the speaker / characters from every lesson.
Make sure your handwriting is neat and clear
Give a reading to the answers written by you before submitting to the invigilator
Allot time for every skill(Reading , writing/ Grammar/ Literature) to complete in exam
Write relevant, clear and concise answers with proper introduction and conclusion.
For writing skills (article, diary entry, essay, short story, letter etc), students need to write clearly and
concisely. Make pointers and then attempt these questions to leave a good impression of your writing
skills.

MATHEMATICS











Read the question paper properly and answer in steps.
Write in a neat & clean hand writing.
Write the correct formula wherever necessary.
Copy the values given in the question paper correctly.
Beware of the silly mistakes that you often make
Use Maths terminology while solving word problems
Check your answers after completing the paper.
Relax with what you know before entering the exam hall
Rest well before the day of the exam, eat healthy food.
Don’t leave any questions un attempted

SCIENCE







Be calm and focussed before the exam.
Quick revision of the topics/subtopics by understanding important concepts.
Practice the diagrams with labelling.
Read the question paper thoroughly.
While attempting the answers write the key words and highlight them by underlining.
Draw the diagrams / flowcharts wherever necessary while writing answers.

SOCIAL SCIENCE







Read the question paper thoroughly in order to judge how much time it is going to take to
comfortably finish writing.
Always ensure there is just one correct answer while answering objective type questions.
Write down lengthy answers in points according to the marks allotted.
See if you can highlight any specific points in the answer sheet it can help you get better marks.
Always use a pencil with appropriate symbol for map marking.
Once you have written the entire paper, go through it and revise.
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'EXAMS' is the word from which people often get scared. You can take control
of your exams with a bit of thought a preparation. Therefore, this article will ensure that you do not fear the exams. So, let us look at some points regarding this.
1) Make a timetable, and ensure that you follow it.
2) Organize your study place.
3) Use flow charts and diagrams to make you are studying easy.
4) Test yourself whatever you know before starting to study.
5) After reading a lesson, try explaining it to anyone because it tells you how
much you have understood.
6) After every 25 mins of studying, take regular breaks for at least 5-10 mins.
7) Drink plenty of water

8) Practice your handwriting thoroughly while learning.
9) Study for at least 4 hours a day to keep up the pace of exams.
10) Go out to play for an hour to stay fit mentally as well as physically.
Let us also look at some points on what to do on an examination day.
1) Wake up as early as 5:00 am and start revising the concepts of your exam.
2) When you get the question paper, the first thing to do is read the entire sheet.
3) Sort out the questions, which you feel are easy and hard.
4) Write the answers those you think are easy first, then take your time and write
the hard ones.
5) Carry two pens, pencils, erasers, sharpeners, and a water bottle.
Therefore, I hope you have read the entire article and ensure that you follow it.
GET-SET-GO Exam Time. The exams are in a week. Start following the points
from the article.
ALL THE BEST! To every one for the Annual exams.
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Never leave things for later: It is a human nature that we leave things for a later
time, and it all piles up for the last moment, eventually creating unnecessary
pressure. It is important to set deadlines for yourself.
Plan your answers well. During your self-assessment or testing time think of a
plan to answer the questions that best suit you. You may start with any section
of the question paper but, see that it is completed in time and reserve some time
for revision of your answers.
Do not just read, also write: Sometimes students just keep reading things to
grasp more and more, but writing is equally important to remember things. It is
well known that what you write stays longer in your brain.
Give up junk food: You may have heard this often while losing weight, but it is
also important while studies. Junk food or unhealthy food can make feel lazy
and drowsy.
Prepare, not compare: The biggest mistake most of us do is start comparing
ourselves to others and this eventually lead to the feeling that you have a lot of
things left to prepare. However, everyone has their own style of reading and
remembering, comparison can never let you prepare better.
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“ Exam is not a problem it is a solution for life”
The day of the examination is always awaited with a mixed feeling. There is a fear of facing
a tough paper and there is also a sense of relief to know that once the papers is over, there
can be enough time to play and enjoy.
Why do we fear exams?
Exams can make our stress alarms go off, which can stop students from performing their
best. ... In most cases, exam stress is caused by the fear of failing an exam and it can also
be caused by: Low motivation levels, Lack of preparation and Planning.
The best way to eliminate examination fear is to find the reasons and then work on those
reasons to do away with the fear of examination.

5 Tips to Remove Fear of Examination
1. Eat good and frequent meals.
2. Sleep well and at fixed times.

3. Make an organized study schedule.
4. Take small, frequent study breaks.
5. Exercise your brain for peace.

MY EXAM PREPARATION
Exams! Exams are stressful, tensed and time-consuming ones. Especially, final exams.
And here, my final examination are just a few weeks away. It is important that I do
well. So, for that, I prepare for my exams, by revising the chapters/topics which I
have learned throughout the year.
The one and only thing I do first is to prepare a time-table for my studies so that I can
have time and prepare for various subjects.
I firstly, revise and study the subjects which I am not so good at and which takes timeconsuming too. While studying, I study for 2-3 hours in morning and afternoon I revise once again which I have studied during morning and at night from 7 o’clock to
9, I continue studying the other topics.
Meanwhile, during the break times, I play games for 1 to1 and a half hour or help my
parents or take a short nap for relaxation of my body or other forms of recreation. I
also see you-tube videos or the videos which my teachers sent to understand and recollect it once again thoroughly.

By – P. Jagruti, 8B
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Preparing for the Examination
The final examinations are just a couple of days away. So I started preparing
and revising what I’ve learnt throughout the year.
First of all, I prepared a schedule to divide my time for each subject. I
prioritized the subjects that I am weak at, to be able to learn better.
I study for about 2 to 3 hours in the morning and another 2 hours in
the evening.
While learning, I begin by reading the chapters and go through the
important points and prepare flowcharts.
Then I memorize the notes and prepare self assessment tests, to check
how much I’ve learnt.
I also remember to take frequent breaks, as rest is important for the body.
I also pass the remaining time by taking online quizzes and watching
explanatory videos.
Nishita 8A

My Preparation for examinations
The period of exam preparation is very stressful but our teachers never left
our hand. Even in online classes our teachers are helping us by taking regular
revision tests which is being a great help for us in order to revise our concepts. Like all other students my preparation also includes first reading the
text book thoroughly followed by practicing objectives behind the chapter always helps in scoring better, in the exams . Following a strict timetable will
help to improve our mental strength. This is my way of preparing for my examinations.
HARSHPREET 8A
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ONLINE C LASSES…..FUN AND LEARNING
Online classes are really a blessing
Wonderful time to create a happy routine.

Virtual Interaction by teachers
Keep us going without lagging behind
In any skills be It academics, co-curricular, Special assemblies
Annual day, Art Integration a whole lot of fun with learning.
Principal ma’am and Teachers are awesome

Keeping us active and fresh all day
Brushing our skills, with extra support classes

Never a frown always with a smile.
We are loving these classes from our homes although
Connecting us with our friends and teachers too
Filling us with mountain of knowledge all through
We love and admire our School, Pallavi Model School, Alwal

Who never let us feel we are away from school.
—INDEEVAR AND P.S.SAKETH.
GRADE 6A
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“Get , Set , Go –Exam”
Exams are very important in our life. Because it is used to test a person
what, he had learned. Exams also decide goals, by the performance of
the student and how he had learned. If a student gets good marks/
grades he will get succeeded in future. And achieve the goals what he/
she is interested in. Exams are the key to the next step in achieving of
goals. If we pass in exams, we are achieving our goal gradually. If we
fail in exam, we are destroying our goal really quick. The hard work of
a student is the succession of every parent. The exam is just a verification of a person whether he is studying or not and weather he is interested or not for succeeding in his goal.

Hardik (7A)

WEBINAR ON TIME MANAGEMENT
BY
MS VINISHA KUMAR
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On 20th February,2021 a webinar was conducted for Grade 1 & 2
students of PMS, Alwal. The topic was “Time Management”. Time is a
very precious thing. From the beginning of our life, we should know how
to manage time and use it in a productive way. Our speaker Mrs. Vinisha
explained our young buddies how to manage time. She introduced the
students to different ways by which they can inculcate discipline and time
management in themselves. She showed the students a few short videos
which helped them to understand the topic better. At the end of the session, our kiddos promised to follow the instructions, manage their time
well and become disciplined in their lives.

-Swati Banik(Grade 2)
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INTERSCHOOL COMPETITIONS
FEBRUARY-2021
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